AMIGO
Amigo Mobility International sold the first motorized
shopping cart in 1970 just two years after Amigo was
founded. It was in 1968 when Al Thieme invented the first
three-wheel personal mobility vehicle for a person living with
multiple sclerosis.
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With our roots planted in healthcare, finding quality
solutions for mobility needs has become our passion.
We have over half a century’s worth of experience in
designing and manufacturing products that serve others,
and our pace of innovation continues to accelerate.
From the creation of a single healthcare unit, Amigo has
grown to include a robust grocery and retail division and is
now expanding into material handling. Moving more is our
business, and our mission continues to be
Improving Lives Through Mobility®.
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ValueShopper
“Wow” isn’t an expression you might expect when
talking about motorized shopping carts, but we’ve
heard it. You lift the ValueShopper seat to see the
inner workings of one of the world’s most popular
models and you get it. The front drive motor has
modular components that keep things simple and
sensible – only replace the parts you need, not
the whole motor.
A front drive motor features a tight turning radius
so shoppers can navigate aisles with ease.
Match your ValueShoppers to your decor:

Front drive, most popular
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ValueShopper XL
So hefty! Who doesn’t appreciate the deals buying
in bulk provide? Know any people with limited
mobility that know the value of stocking up? So do
we, and the ValueShopper XL can accommodate
large merchandise. With double the basket weight
capacity, and extra casters to support the basket, we
found a solution for wholesalers and bulk retailers.
All Amigo Shoppers feature
durable steel platforms.

Coordinate with your color scheme too:

Extra large basket
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SmartShopper
If your location has ramps or inclines, a rear
drive motorized cart may be the right solution.
A rear drive motor provides increased power.
SmartShopper has a different look, too. Some
retailers prefer this design for its looks.
This one-size-fits-all cart provides a first-class
experience for your guests.
Amigo motorized shopping carts offer
up to 20 hours continuous run time.

Choose either of these two color options:

Rear drive, more power
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SmartChair

Wheelchairs are for hospitals. SmartChair is
for retail stores.
Our engineers saw the need – a more comfortable
shopping experience had to be created. SmartChair is a
manual shopping chair that sits higher than a traditional
wheelchair, has flip-up arms that allow for easy transfer,
and is theft resistant because it doesn’t fold.
SmartChair also features an
effortless automatic braking
system. Let go of the handle,
and the chair stops immediately.
Never replace foot plates again.
The all steel platform provides
a better solution.

Innovative manual shopping chair
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SmartChair XT
We understand you only have so much
front-end space. We respect this, and came
up with SmartChair XT to be the one chair
to meet many needs. From small children with
disabilities to senior citizens, this chair was
designed to be forward-facing to help make
shopping experiences more comfortable.
This multi-use chair has a five-point harness
and retractable seat belt. Use either or both
as needed. It also features a higher back for
additional support.

Multi-use manual shopping chair
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Wheelchair
Accommodate customers with mobility needs with
a traditional shopping wheelchair. Our traditional
shopping wheelchair is a low-cost option, and is
offered with or without a basket.
Wheelchairs are available in three widths:
• 20 inch / 51 cm
• 22 inch / 56 cm
• 24 inch / 61 cm
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Amigo SmartTrack
®

We’ve all seen the headlines: “Woman claims
aching feet reason for stealing scooter,” “Man
allegedly drove motorized cart to hospital to watch
TV,” and more. Hold the presses with our theft
prevention system! You control how far your Amigo
motorized shopping carts can travel.
SmartTrack is an innovative solution to cart theft.
It’s a small sensor programmed with your store’s
GPS coordinates. Travel outside the first boundary
and the cart beeps to alert the customer. Travel
outside the second boundary and find the cart only
moves in reverse until it’s back inside your store’s
boundary.
We’re changing the story with SmartTrack:
• No buried lines, wires, transmitters or monthly fees
• Customized at our factory to each store layout
• Retrofitting available on Amigo carts

Protect carts from being stolen
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Amigo SmartSensor

Our Commitment

®

We’re not your average duck… we’re determined to lower service costs.
The number one service cost for motorized equipment is the battery.
The first and most important step is to choose the right battery for the
application—we can help with this.
But many things can impact battery life. Lack of charging due to damaged
AC cords, failure to plug in carts and even a damaged outlet can shorten
the life of any battery.
In our quest to lower battery service costs, we’ve introduced
progressive solutions:

Bonus AC Cord

Lighted Plug

Charging Sign

OutRight

Optional Feature

Standard Feature

Standard Feature

Optional Feature

How many times do
you plug in the cord
and not realize the
outlet isn’t working?
With a lighted
plug, associates
know immediately
whether there’s a
working connection.

The two-sided
charging sign helps
customers choose
the Amigo that is
charged and ready
for use. Nice.

Amigo shopping carts have optimal safety features and feature a
tight turning radius, but user error can equate to big messes or
accidental collisions. Prevent this with SmartSensor, our collision
avoidance system for motorized carts.

Now with an extra
AC cord packaged
inside the unit, you
can immediately
replace a damaged
cord and keep the
batteries charged.
No service call
required.
Cha-Ching!
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When a ground pin
breaks off in the
outlet, you need
an electrician. To
prevent damage
to the outlet and
preserve the AC
cord, add the
OutRight outlet
cover.
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Service
Amigo’s service program provides service for over
14,000 retail stores. We can be your full-time
service coordinator or use us only when needed.
Self-Service

Amigo technicians provide support to help facility
maintenance teams complete repairs on site, with
the option to order new or recertified parts online.
Full-Service

Our network of technicians work directly with
facility managers to diagnose repairs, then dispatch
a service provider to complete repairs within five
days or less. This proactive service program helps
you to manage and identify the true costs of service
and monitor when equipment should be replaced.
Many Brands

We service all brands of motorized shopping carts,
wheelchairs, cart pushers, pallet jacks and more.
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Material Handling
Our pace of innovation has led us down the
path of moving more—moving more products
in new spaces like warehouses, backrooms,
distribution centers or for use picking product.
What’s smaller and more agile than the usual
backroom equipment? These innovative carts are
designed to go where other motorized equipment
can’t and take wear and tear off employees.
Amigo motorized material handling carts can
cruise through a standard doorway, turn in tight
aisles and charge in a 110V outlet.
All Amigo products are designed
and built in the U.S.A.
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